Infor SCM Labor Management
has expertise built in to speed
implementation time and
deliver quicker ROI.

INFOR SCM LABOR
MANAGEMENT
DO BUSINESS BETTER.
Just how productive were you today? In the current market, successful companies understand
that when it comes to labor management, peak performance is a target that changes hourly. How
do you measure it? Who are your top performers? Is productivity improving, and do the standards
against which you measure it have to improve, as well? If you are a company in which warehouse
labor is a significant percentage of distribution costs, the key to success is a solution that
provides the utmost visibility to the performance of your people, and comprehensive tools
for improving it.

LEVERAGE EXPERIENCE.
At Infor™, our professionals—many with more than 25 years of experience—are helping
enterprising companies like yours solve their toughest business challenges. Their experience is
built in to Infor SCM Labor Management, a comprehensive solution that delivers dramatic gains in
productivity. The Infor SCM solution provides visibility into the true story of the productivity of your
warehouse workers. Infor SCM Warehouse Management drives labor productivity and visibility,
while the Labor Management module takes you a step further, establishing a foundation for
further efficiencies with labor planning and labor standards configuration tools.

GET BUSINESS SPECIFIC.

SEE RESULTS NOW.

Infor SCM Warehouse Management and the integrated Labor
Management module work together to help you reach new
levels of visibility and productivity, giving you a complete
package that reduces costs and improves efficiency and
productivity in your warehouses. Warehouse Management
lets you direct, track, measure, and report employee
productivity, while Labor Management provides discrete
standards and labor planning tools.

Infor SCM Labor Management has expertise built in that
speeds implementation time and delivers a quick ROI. You’ll
begin to see immediate benefits from the very first day,
including dramatic increases in labor productivity, often by as
much as 15-40%. By efficiently matching warehouse
resources to labor estimates, you balance your workforce
across all activities, elevating labor management from
guesswork to science and fine-tuning your performance to
achieve new levels of competitiveness.

Infor SCM Labor Management provides:
• Labor planning and reporting.Match the correct head
count to the planned work for today, tomorrow, or next
week. Planning and forecasting tools help you assess
your volume of work, estimate labor by shift, task, and
work zone, and create a labor plan accordingly. Enterprise
reports compare metrics across multiple facilities,
including productivity, performance, effectiveness, and
labor costs, while facility reports focus on metrics within
a single facility.

If you want to do business better tomorrow, contact us today.
We’ll get you started.

ABOUT INFOR.
Infor is a leading provider of business software and services,
helping 70,000 customers in 125 countries improve
operations and drive growth. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.

• Benchmarks for labor standards.With Infor LM, you have a
flexible tool for creating standards that support detailed or
summarized steps, ensuring you measure the
performance of your people against optimum
benchmarks, taking all constraints and restrictions into
account. Reusable standard elements across tasks make
the standard-setting process easy, along with conditional
variability, operational allowances, and travel path
constraints and variability.
• Task management.Based on your configured rules and
priorities, our solution automatically directs workers to
start a new task once they finish an old one. With users
signing on and starting assignments via RF, you can
discover your top performers, track performance at an
individual, group, or task level, find and eliminate
unproductive tasks, and bring everyone’s work up to
optimum standards.
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• Labor management.High service levels demand optimum
labor efficiency. Forecasting, time and attendance
tracking, assignment scheduling and monitoring, and
enforcement of standards optimize labor and
reduce costs.
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